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Flawless
performance

The 405 comes from a long line of Galeon cruisers with a sporty heritage

A large hydraulic platform provides easy access to the water and helps with

and it is quickly apparent that the hull has been tuned with speed and

retrieving various water toys that can be stored in the aft garage.

aggressive handling as priorities. The mostly open design focuses on the
main deck, where the passengers can enjoy and appreciate the thrilling ride

Down below the saloon and kitchen area span the width of the boat offering

the HTS offers.

plenty space for activities. Thanks to the large hull windows and a series
of glass panels above, the whole interior is bright and inviting. The owner’s

The exterior is quickly recognizable as belonging to the Galeon lineup with its

cabin is located midship and holds a large double bed, en suite bathroom, and

edgy features and large windows, yet it offers a unique detail - a soft top roof

a small rest area. The guest VIP quarters are moved to the bow, with private

over the cockpit. This great protection from the midday sun can be quickly

bathroom entrance and a functional wardrobe for belongings.

retracted to open up the aft sun pad and sitting area. The wet galley comes
fitted with a fridge, sink and a grill, perfect for al fresco dining and serving

The 405 HTS is a fully-fledged sport cruiser with great handling and

refreshments. Up front the helm station and additional rest area are located,

performance, offering plenty to space on board for activities and sleeps four

also protected by an automatic sunroof.

in comfort.

As the 405 is geared towards individuals who enjoy spending their time
actively, they are sure to appreciate the large bow sundeck area both when

Sport
cruiser line

stationary and during cruising.

The 405 is all about performance, fast handling and an exhilarating
ride - welcome on board of one of the sportiest yachts in the
Galeon lineup.
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HTS

Agressive lines of this sport cruiser
promise great performance

The sunroof retracts to open up the main deck

A sliding, soft-top roof over the cockpit area

Saloon
The main living area is located down below with
the kitchen facing the dinette

405 HTS

The kitchen comes fully equipped

Owner’s cabin with an en suite bathroom

Bow VIP cabin with skylights above

Two bathrooms down below

A wet bar with a fridge and a grill

Quickly move the soft-top roof out of the way for sunbathing

Helm station comes with leg support

A social area is located next to the driver
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Technical Specification

Length of the hull

[m]

11,99

Length overall

[m]

13,46

Beam of the hull

[m]

3,84

Beam overall

[m]

3,90

Draft max 1

[m]

TBD

Bridge clearance 2

[m]

TBD

Height to transport

[m]

4,56

Fuel tank capacity

[dm3]

950

Water tank capacity

[dm3]

450

Grey water tank

[dm3]

250

Black water tank

[dm3]

160

Mass of Light Craft Condition 3

[kg]

TBD

Maximum Load

[kg]

TBD

Min. engine (-s) power

[kW/hp]

2 x 169 / 230

Max. engine (-s) power

[kW/hp]

2 x 279 / 380

Crew limit

10

Category

B

1

– without propellers

2

– Max. height from water line at draft min.

* – with extended stern platform

3

– minimum mass with base engines

